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Abstract. We present an analysis of Raphanus raphanistrum and simulations illustrating the utility of directly esti-
mating male phenotypic selection gradients using genetic markers. The method offers a much more refined charac-
terization of selection than attempting to assign paternity to individual progeny. Our analysis of R. raphanistrum
reveals selection on remarkably fine features of floral morphology, including anther exsertion, that were opaque to
previous approaches. The new results also undermine a previous conclusion that selection on wild radish floral
morphology acts primarily through female fitness. Simulation results show that selection gradients on the order of b
5 0.1–0.2 can be readily detected with allozyme markers in moderate-sized (, 200 paternal individuals) populations.
Highly polymorphic (e.g., microsatellite) markers will likely detect fine scale selection (b , 0.1) in larger populations
($ 400 individuals). Increased progeny sample size, by sampling either additional maternal families or more progeny
per maternal parent, partly compensates for low exclusion probability. Increasing the number of possible fathers
without changing progeny sample size decreases the ability to detect selection, especially at lower exclusion proba-
bilities. Sampling only some male genotypes reduces the power to detect selection and biases (underestimates) the
magnitude of the selection gradient estimate.
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Male fertility represents exactly half the genetic contri-
bution hermaphrodites make to future generations (Charnov
1982). Measuring male fertility is difficult, especially in
plants where ecological measures are ‘‘disappointingly
crude’’ (Snow and Lewis 1993, p. 332). Genetic marker data
allow estimation of male fertility, but until recently methods
have been limited in their ability to successfully partition
paternity (Roeder et al. 1989; Morgan 1998). The difficulties
of measuring male reproductive success thus pose serious
obstacles to assessing fitness in hermaphroditic plants.

Most authors attempt to estimate individual male fertilities
(e.g., Meagher 1986, 1987; Schoen and Stewart 1986; Broy-
les and Wyatt 1990; Devlin and Ellstrand 1990; Devlin et al.
1992; Conner et al. 1996b; Nason et al. 1996; Stacy et al.
1996; Campbell 1998; for reviews, see Snow and Lewis 1993;
Luikart and England 1999; Sork et al. 1999). For some ques-
tions, however, properties of populations are more appro-
priate. For instance, many studies of selection in natural pop-
ulations characterize the selection gradient (Lande 1976,
1979; Lande and Arnold 1983; Campbell et al. 1991; John-
ston 1991; Morgan 1992; Conner et al. 1996b; Morgan and
Schoen 1997). The selection gradient is the slope of the re-
gression of relative fertility on trait value. Data usually con-
sist of a set of points describing individual fertility and trait
value. The parameter of interest, though, is the population-
level selection gradient. Indirect selection gradient estimation
procedures first estimate male fertilities and then fit the se-
lection gradient to the estimated fertilities (e.g., Conner et
al. 1996b). Estimating male fertilities of individuals requires
as many parameters as there are males in the population.

Recent advances in estimation methodology greatly in-
crease the utility of allozyme and other genetic markers for
estimating selection gradients through male function. Adams
and coworkers (Adams and Birkes 1991; Adams 1992; Ad-

ams et al. 1992; Burczyk et al. 1996; Burczyk and Prat 1997;
see also Nason et al. 1996) directly estimate population char-
acteristics. These authors use prior knowledge to restrict the
pool of potential fathers (see also Campbell 1998). They then
estimate the fraction of offspring sired from parents outside
the neighborhood and fit a model relating plant characters
(e.g., plant height, pollen fecundity, distance between puta-
tive parents) to reproductive success of individuals inside the
neighborhood. Smouse et al. (1999) present a simpler version
of Adams’s model, ignoring fertilization events from outside
the sampled population. Smouse et al. (1999) estimate a mod-
el relating plant characters to male fertility and equate esti-
mated parameters to the selection gradients of quantitative
genetics. Only a single parameter (one degree of freedom) is
estimated for each phenotypic trait in the selection gradient
context, many fewer than the number of parameters associ-
ated with indirect selection gradient estimation. Directly es-
timating the selection gradient may result in better estimates
of relevant parameters while making more efficient use of
genetic and phenotypic data. Nonetheless, Smouse et al.
(1999) fail to detect significant selection in an analysis of
previously published data from Chamaelirium luteum
(Meagher 1986, 1987, 1991; Smouse and Meagher 1994).

Here we analyze male selection gradients on floral char-
acters of Raphanus raphanistrum and investigate statistical
properties of direct selection gradient estimates. We begin
by describing our methods for maximum-likelihood esti-
mation and for statistical assessment through parametric and
simulation tests. We use these methods to directly estimate
selection gradients in R. raphanistrum, comparing the efficacy
of direct estimation with previously employed methods as-
signing male fertility to individual plants (Conner et al.
1996b). We then present simulations to investigate the sta-
tistical properties of selection gradient estimation. The sim-
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ulation results provide important guidelines for realistic ex-
perimental design. Our results suggest that directly estimating
selection gradients is a statistically powerful method for
studying selection through male function in populations of
400 or more individuals.

METHODS

Existing Theoretical Context

Smouse et al. (1999) model the probability that offspring
i is sired by paternal parent j. The model combines phenotypic
and genetic probabilities of paternity. The phenotypic prob-
ability of paternity, lj, is the expected male fertility of the
jth male divided by the male fertility of all individuals in the
population, lj 5 wj/Sj wj. Expected male fertilities are mod-
eled using the selection gradients of quantitative genetics
(Lande 1976, 1979; Lande and Arnold 1983). Selection gra-
dients are linear representations of the relationship between
expected fertility and trait value, for example wj 5 St bt zjt,
where zjt is the value of the tth trait measured on the jth male,
bt is a parameter common to all males describing the rela-
tionship between trait value and fertility (i.e., the selection
gradient), and the summation is over all measured traits. The
selection gradient parameters bt can apply to continuous and
discrete variables and reflect quadratic (stabilizing and dis-
ruptive) selection when terms have the form bt . As in Lande2zjt

(1976, 1979), weak directional and quadratic selection on
relative (log) fitness approximates an exponential fitness
function. The genetic probability of paternity, Xij, is the prob-
ability that offspring genotype i results from known maternal
genotype and potential paternal genotype j. Genetic infor-
mation and the rules of Mendelian inheritance are used to
calculate Xij. The combined phenotypic and genetic proba-
bility that offspring i is sired by paternal parent j is Xij lj.

Smouse et al. (1999) offered an important extension to the
quantitative genetic context that incorporates distance be-
tween mates and other pairwise fitness determinants. For in-
stance, pollen transfer is likely related to distance between
both parental plants. Incorporating pairwise fitness deter-
minants requires a measure of the distance zijd between the
maternal parent of progeny i and the paternal parent j. Male
fertility is specific to each maternal parent (i.e., the maternal
parent of progeny i), lij 5 wij/Sij wij, with fertilities

w 5 exp b z 1 b z . (1)O Oi j d ijd t jt[ ]d t

The summation Sd is over all pairwise fitness components;
bd describes the regression of relative fertility on distance or
other pairwise fitness components and is referred to as a
diadic selection gradient (Smouse et al. 1999).

The model of Smouse et al. (1999) can be used to obtain
maximum-likelihood estimates of male selection gradients
bt, bd. The likelihood of observing the ith offspring is the
sum of the probability of paternity over all males, Li 5 Sj

Xij lij. The likelihood of the entire dataset is the product,
over all offspring, of the likelihood of each offspring,

L 5 L 5 X l . (2)P P Oi i j i j[ ]i i j

The genetic probabilities Xij and phenotypic trait values zjt,
zijd are obtained directly from the data. The goal is to identify
selection gradients bt, bd that maximize L in equation (2).
We used Newton-Raphson iteration to identify these selection
gradients (computer program available from M. T. Morgan).
This method converges more rapidly than the method used
by Smouse et al. (1999) for the datasets used here, allowing
simulation tests of statistical significance. With less genetic
information or very strong selection, our Newton-Raphson
method requires careful choice of initial parameter values for
convergence.

Selection in Raphanus raphanistrum

We used data reported in Conner et al. (1996a, b). In 1991
and 1992, 57 and 60 plants, respectively, were positioned
randomly in an experimental array. In 1993, seven groups of
16 plants each were exposed to pollinators over several days
and at varying array positions. Each year, a suite of six floral
morphological characters was measured on each plant. These
were summarized as the first component (flower size) of a
principal components analysis. Additional measures include
anther exsertion, pollen production per flower, and total flow-
er number. Each year, between 1866 and 2750 offspring were
assayed for electrophoretic variation at eight allozyme loci.

Statistical significance of selection gradients was evaluated
using parametric likelihood-ratio tests. The test involves cal-
culation of the likelihood-ratio, LR. In the test, the numerator
of LR is the estimated likelihood with a single parameter
(selection gradient) constrained to zero. The denominator is
the estimated likelihood of the full model. The likelihood
ratio statistic, 22 ln LR, is compared to a x2 distribution with
one degree of freedom (Manly 1992). This tests the hypoth-
esis that the constrained parameter equals zero. The procedure
is repeated for each parameter in the model.

Nonparametric computer simulations were also used to
evaluate parameter significance. Simulations are useful be-
cause the parametric test is only asymptotically distributed
as x2. The simulations make fewer assumptions, particularly
about gene frequency and linkage in the parental data, than
the nonparametric test. The simulations do not address all
assumptions, for instance, about the contribution of unsam-
pled males and cryptic pollen flow. For these reasons the
simulation tests are probably, although not certainly, more
powerful than corresponding parametric tests. The simula-
tions use the observed parental genotypes and phenotypes.
Male fertilities of each genotype were assigned using equa-
tion (1), with parameters (selection gradients) estimated from
the original data. The simulations created progeny for each
female, with the number of progeny equal to the number of
progeny of the corresponding female in the original dataset.
Each progeny was created by choosing a male with proba-
bility in proportion to his assigned fertility. The progeny
genotype was then constructed from the maternal and paternal
genotypes based on the usual rules of Mendelian segregation.
The simulated data was then subjected to the same estimation
procedure as the original data. To evaluate the hypothesis
that a particular parameter was equal to zero, male fertilities
and consequently progeny genotypes were generated by re-
placing the parameter value estimated from the data with
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zero. The simulated data (1000 replicates) give an empirical
approximation to the distribution of the likelihood-ratio sta-
tistic. The proportion of values in the simulated distribution
greater than the likelihood ratio of the original data approx-
imates the P-value.

Investigation of Statistical Properties through Simulation

We performed simulations to explore the statistical prop-
erties associated with direct estimates of selection gradients.
The simulations start by generating a hermaphroditic parental
generation consisting of a specified number of individuals.
Each parent consists of a multilocus genotype as well as
phenotypic trait values. The multilocus genotype is generated
by sampling alleles from a specified frequency distribution.
Alleles are sampled independently within and between loci.
Expected genotype frequencies in the parental population are
therefore in Hardy-Weinberg proportions with linkage equi-
librium between loci. Phenotypic trait values were assigned
to each parental individual by sampling a value z from a
standard normal (i.e., m 5 0, s2 5 1) distribution. The values
of z were then used, in conjunction with a specified value of
b and equation (1), to determine male fertility of the indi-
vidual.

The parental generation was used to simulate offspring
genotypes. A specified number of individuals in the popu-
lation were chosen at random and used as maternal parents.
Each maternal parent produced an identical, specified number
of progeny. Offspring for each maternal parent were gener-
ated independently of one another. A paternal parent was
chosen for each offspring. The paternal parent was chosen
using a random number generator, with the probability of
choosing the jth male given by lj in equation (1). Self-fer-
tilization was not explicitly incorporated, but occurred when
by chance the selected paternal parent was the same indi-
vidual as the current maternal parent. The genotypes of the
maternal parent and of the paternal parent were then com-
bined to generate the offspring genotype. The offspring ge-
notype was generated by choosing one maternal and one pa-
ternal allele randomly at each locus, assuming that loci are
unlinked. The choice of paternal parent and generation of
offspring genotype was repeated for each offspring genotype
of the maternal parent, and for all maternal parents from
which offspring were sampled. The complete set of parental
and offspring genotypes were then subjected to the estimation
procedure outlined above.

The potentially large number of parameters (traits and their
covariance structure, parameters of population, sampling, and
genetic variation) precluded exhaustive investigation of sta-
tistical properties. Instead we focused on key properties that
the investigator can anticipate. Properties investigated in-
clude variability of markers (number of equally frequent al-
leles per locus), number of paternal individuals, number of
progeny and maternal genotypes sampled, and the fraction
of the paternal population sampled. Populations consisted of
50, 100, 200, or 400 male parents. Progeny arrays of five,
10, 20, or 40 individuals were sampled from each of 50, 100,
or 200 maternal parents. Exclusion probabilities investigated
were e ø 0.810, 0.917, 0.998. These probabilities were ob-
tained by simulating eight, 12, or 30 loci with two equally

frequent alleles, respectively (Weir 1996, p. 210). A single
selection gradient was estimated, with magnitude varying be-
tween zero and one in increments of 0.05. One thousand
replicates were performed for each parameter combination.

The power to detect selection was measured as the selection
gradient required for 95% of estimated gradients to exceed
zero. The 1000 replicates for each parameter combination
were ranked, and the 50th rank (i.e., the fifth percentile, sep-
arating the lowest 5% of estimated gradients) identified. This
procedure was repeated for simulated selection gradients
ranging from zero to one in steps of 0.05. The result is a
series of pairs, each pair consisting of a simulated gradient
(x) and the corresponding fifth percentile estimated gradient
(y). The fifth percentile estimated gradients (i.e., y) were re-
gressed on simulated gradients (i.e., x), and the x-intercept
of the regression line determined. The x-intercept was used
as an estimate of the selection gradient required for 95% of
estimated gradients to exceed zero. The bias of the selection
gradient estimator was measured as the average deviation of
actual and estimated selection gradients.

RESULTS

Selection in Raphanus raphanistrum

Basic properties of the analysis are similar to those of
Conner et al. (1996b). For instance, in 1992 genotypes were
available for 60 maternal and paternal parents. Forty-seven
paternal parents had measurements on all traits; all 60 pa-
ternal parents were measured for traits other than pollen num-
ber. A total of 2092 progeny were assayed. Genetic data
excludes all but one paternal parent for 387 of the progeny
(18.3% of all progeny, 3.49% of the 11,088 genetically pos-
sible parent-offspring triplets). A total of 243 progeny
(11.6%) have genotypes consistent with none of the paternal
parents and therefore do not contribute to selection gradient
estimates. About 90% of fathers are excluded for each prog-
eny.

Table 1 summarizes results of multivariate selection gra-
dient analysis of plant characters. Conner et al. (1996b) were
able to document significant selection only on flower number.
Our analysis reveals selection on all traits measured, although
the patterns of selection differ among years. The sign and
magnitude of detected selection gradients are qualitatively
similar between analyses of Conner et al. (1996b) and those
presented in Table 1. This suggests that differences between
analyses are mainly due to differences in statistical power.

Several results in Table 1 suggest caution in the interpre-
tation of parametric significance tests, although in most cases
parametric and simulation tests of significance agree. In the
1991 analysis the selection gradient associated with flower
size has a likelihood ratio of 3.03. With one degree of free-
dom, this value is not statistically significant. Simulations
show, however, that the gradient is significant at P , 0.05.
Of greater concern is the likelihood ratio of 6.10 for squared
anther exsertion in the 1992 analysis with all traits included.
The parametric test indicates statistical significance (P ,
0.01), but simulations show the parameter is not statistically
significant (P 5 0.108). The discrepancy likely results from
violation of underlying assumptions (e.g., about the distri-
bution of the fertility residuals) of the parametric test. Be-
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TABLE 1. Maximum-likelihood estimates of male fertility selection gradients in experimental populations of Raphanus raphanistrum, without
distance between mates in the model. In 1992, the all-plants column includes all 60 plants, but pollen number per flower is not in the analysis
because this trait was not measured on 13 plants. The all-traits column includes the 47 plants for which all traits were measured. Superscripted
significance values refer to x2 and simulation tests, respectively.

Character 1991

1992

All plants All traits 1993

Flower size
(Flower size)2

Anther exsertion
(Anther exsertion)2

Pollen no./flower
Flower production

0.106ns,*
0.106ns,ns

20.050ns,ns

20.175***,***
—

1.480***,***

20.018ns,ns

20.234***,***
0.147*,***

20.053ns,ns

—
0.571***,***

20.163**,***
20.445***,***

0.026ns,ns

20.096**,ns

0.278***,***
0.451***,***

0.090*,***
0.016ns,ns

0.069*,**
20.008ns,ns

0.078*,ns

0.075*,*
ns P . 0.05; * P , 0.05; ** P , 0.01; *** P , 0.005.

TABLE 2. Maximum-likelihood estimates of male fertility selection gradients in experimental populations of Raphanus raphanistrum, with
distance between mates included in the models. Superscripted significance values refer to x2 and simulation tests, respectively.

Character 1991

1992

All plants All traits

Flower size
(Flower size)2

Anther exsertion
(Anther exsertion)2

Pollen no./flower
Flower production
Distance

0.095ns,*
0.066ns,ns

20.085ns,ns

20.139*,*
—

1.32***,***
20.233***,***

20.023ns,ns

20.259***,***
0.167***,***

20.085**,***
—

0.505***,***
20.321***,***

20.035ns,***
20.446***,***

0.132*,**
20.129***,ns

0.256***,***
0.385***,***

20.305***,***
ns P . 0.05; * P , 0.05; ** P , 0.01; *** P , 0.005.

cause the simulations address some, but not all, assumptions
(as outlined in the Methods section), there is no guarantee
that the simulations have greater power than the parametric
tests.

Table 2 includes distance between plants as a pairwise
factor in the selection gradient analysis. Data from 1993 are
not included because these plants were placed in different
positions on successive days (see Conner et al. 1996b). In
all analyses, the estimated diadic selection gradient through
distance is negative and highly significant, indicating that
proximity increases probability of paternity. Distance gen-
erally does not have substantial influence on the interpretation
of selection gradients. The exceptions are two of the gradients
for anther exsertion in 1992 that were significant using sim-
ulation tests, but only when distance was included in the
model.

There was significant directional selection for increased
flower size in 1991 and 1993, with no significant curvature
in the fitness function (Fig. 1; Tables 1, 2). In contrast, there
was strong stabilizing selection (negative quadratic gradient)
on flower size in 1992, with no significant linear term when
all plants are included, and a significant negative linear term
with pollen number per flower in the model (Fig. 2; Tables
1, 2).

The linear selection gradients for anther exsertion were
negative and not significant in 1991, but significantly positive
in 1992 and 1993 (Tables 1, 2; in 1992 the linear gradient
is not significant with 47 paternal plants and distance ex-
cluded, but all other tests were significant). The quadratic
selection gradients for anther exsertion were all negative, but
not always significant: Parametric and simulation tests of
quadratic selection on anther exsertion were significant in

1991 but neither was significant in 1993 (Tables 1, 2). In
1992, four of the eight tests were significant, including the
more robust simulation test with all plants and distance in-
cluded. The weight of evidence suggests stabilizing selection
on anther exsertion in 1991, directional selection for in-
creased exsertion in 1993 (Fig. 1), and a combination of the
two in 1992, that is, a positive decelerating fitness function
(Fig. 2; note that these plots are from models with distance
excluded).

There was highly significant directional selection for in-
creased pollen number per flower in 1992, and weaker and
marginally significant selection for an increase in 1993 (Ta-
bles 1, 2). Similarly, there was very strong directional se-
lection for increased flower number in 1991 and 1992, and
weaker but still significant selection for an increase in 1993
(Tables 1, 2). The patterns of selection on flower number are
in agreement with Conner et al. (1996b).

Investigation of Statistical Properties through Simulation

Table 3 summarizes simulations investigating key statis-
tical properties of populations in which all males are geno-
typed. Each entry in the table is an estimate of the selection
gradient for which 95% of the simulations exceed zero. This
provides a guide to the standardized selection gradient likely
to result in statistical significance. The table shows the ex-
pected result that greater exclusion probability, fewer fathers,
more maternal parents, or more progeny per maternal parent
each decrease the detectable selection gradient (i.e., increase
statistical power). An encouraging result is that increased
sample size can partly compensate for low exclusion prob-
ability. For instance, a four-fold increase in total progeny
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FIG. 1. Multivariate selection on flower size (left panels) and anther exsertion (right panels) in 1991 and 1993. Linear (b) and quadratic
(g) regression coefficients and their significance levels are those in Table 1. Lines represent the relative fitness function estimated from
the fitted model; points represent estimated fertilities under the fitted model. Note that the relative fitness scale differs between years.

sampled (e.g., from 10 to 40 from each of 50 maternal par-
ents) almost halves the detectable selection gradient.

The total number of progeny sampled, rather than number
of maternal parents or progeny size per maternal parent, de-
termines the detectable selection gradient. For instance, in a
population of 400 potential males, sampling 200 maternal
families each for 10 progeny results in detectable selection
gradients of 0.21. Nearly identical results are obtained when
sampling 100 maternal families of 20 progeny (detectable
selection gradient 0.23) or 50 maternal families of 40 progeny
(detectable selection gradient 0.22). These results show that
the ability to detect selection can be increased through ad-
dition of families or addition of progeny per family. This
contrasts with selfing rate estimation, where addition of fam-
ilies is more important when progeny consist of six to 10
individuals (Brown and Allard 1970).

Increasing the number of possible fathers without changing
progeny sample size decreases the ability to detect selection,
especially at lower exclusion probabilities. For instance, with
an exclusion probability e 5 0.81 in a population of 50 po-
tential male parents, sampling 50 maternal parents for 10
progeny each allows detection of a selection gradient equal
to 0.18. In a population of 400 potential male parents, the
detectable selection gradient is more than doubled, to 0.43.

At intermediate exclusion (e 5 0.917), increased numbers of
fathers decreases statistical power, although with reasonable
progeny sizes selection gradients , 0.2 can still be detected.
For polymorphism with e 5 0.998 (Table 3), increasing the
number of possible fathers eight-fold (from 50 to 400) causes
very small changes in detectable selection gradients.

Partial sampling of male genotypes reduces the ability to
detect significant selection (Table 4). Polymorphism with ex-
clusion probability e 5 0.81 is especially susceptible to re-
duced power from unsampled males. Sampling 90% of the
male population (i.e., 50 of 55 males) increases the detectable
selection gradient from 0.13 to 0.17. Sampling only one half
of the potential male genotypes makes detection of all but
the strongest selection impossible with exclusion probability
e 5 0.81. The effect of partial sampling is considerably re-
duced with exclusion probability e 5 0.998, presumably be-
cause this level of exclusion reduces false paternity attri-
bution while eliminating genetically impossible offspring
from the analysis.

When all males are genotyped, the selection gradient es-
timator is virtually unbiased. For instance, the magnitude of
the 1000-replicate average deviation between observed and
expected values is less than 5% for almost all parameter
combinations. This is illustrated by the near diagonal line in
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FIG. 2. Multivariate selection on flower size (left panels) and anther exsertion (right panels) in 1992 including all plants (N 5 60 male
parents, analysis excludes pollen number) or all traits (N 5 49 male parents). Linear (b) and quadratic (g) regression coefficients and
their significance levels are those in Table 1.

Fig. 3 when all males (i.e., 50 male genotypes in a population
of 50 potential paternal parents) are sampled. Partial sampling
of male genotypes may bias estimates of selection gradients.
This is shown in Fig. 3, where 50 male genotypes were de-
termined in populations of 100 potential paternal parents.
With only half the males genotyped, the estimator underes-
timates the selection gradient. The magnitude of the bias is
proportional to the actual selection gradient. Moderate ex-
clusion probabilities (e.g., e 5 0.81) can lead to severely
biased estimates. The reason for bias is that paternity is partly
or entirely attributed to genotyped males, when the actual
father is among those males who were not sampled. This
partial attribution of paternity obscures the relationship be-
tween trait value and actual fertility, resulting in an under-
estimate of the true selection gradient.

DISCUSSION

Selection in Raphanus raphanistrum

Comparing the results of the original empirical study on
radish (Conner et al. 1996b) with those presented here (Tables
1, 2; Figs. 1, 2) shows the increased statistical power of the
direct selection gradient estimation method. In general, the

magnitudes of the gradients estimated were similar with the
two methods, but many more of these gradients were statis-
tically significant with direct analysis. We were able to find
significant selection on floral morphology and pollen number
per flower where the original analysis failed to do so. We
also see differences in selection among years in flower size
and perhaps anther exsertion.

Selection on floral morphology through differences in male
fitness is usually assumed to be mediated through pollinators.
In 1991, the majority of visitors were honey bees (55% of
all visits) and small bees (32%), whereas in 1992 and 1993
honey bees were rare and small bees and syrphid flies dom-
inated (40% of visits each in 1992, 55% and 38% in 1993
respectively; Conner et al. 1996a). All these taxa are effective
pollinators of wild radish (Conner et al. 1995).

The directional selection for increased flower size in 1991
and 1993 makes sense based on the preferences of honey
bees, small bees, and syrphid flies for large flowers in wild
radish (Stanton and Preston 1988; Conner and Rush 1996).
The strong stabilizing selection on flower size in 1992 is
difficult to explain based on pollinator preferences. It sug-
gests some cost to large flowers in this year, perhaps through
trade-offs with pollen number, size, or quality. The pheno-
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TABLE 3. Consequences of population, genetic, and sampling param-
eters for statistical power. Entries under progeny per maternal plant
correspond to selection gradients where 95% of simulated datasets
exceed zero. Additional details provided in the text.

Number of

Maternal
plants

Paternal
plants

Progeny per
maternal plant

5 10 20 40

e 5 0.81
50 50

100
200
400

0.24
0.33
0.43
0.65

0.18
0.25
0.29
0.43

0.13
0.16
0.23
0.29

0.09
0.11
0.15
0.22

100

200

100
200
400
200
400

0.23
0.31
0.43
0.25
0.30

0.16
0.23
0.32
0.15
0.21

0.12
0.16
0.23

e 5 0.917
50 50

100
200
400

0.16
0.19
0.25
0.32

0.13
0.14
0.18
0.23

0.080
0.098
0.127
0.174

0.053
0.069
0.090
0.122

100

200

100
200
400
200
400

0.14
0.18
0.23
0.12
0.17

0.10
0.13
0.17
0.09
0.12

0.068
0.093
0.119

e 5 0.998
50 50

100
200
400

0.108
0.112
0.107
0.112

0.077
0.079
0.080
0.083

0.057
0.056
0.054
0.066

0.039
0.040
0.043
0.042

100

200

100
200
400
200
400

0.075
0.077
0.079
0.051
0.054

0.057
0.059
0.060
0.040
0.047

0.039
0.040
0.042

TABLE 4. Reduced statistical power introduced by partial sampling
of male genotypes. The first column gives the number of paternal
parents in the simulated population. In all cases, however, genetic
marker information is available for only 50 of these. Entries in the
table correspond to selection gradients where 95% of simulated da-
tasets exceed zero. For all results, 50 maternal progeny arrays of 20
individuals each were sampled.

Paternal plants
in population

Detectable selection gradient

e 5 0.81 e 5 0.917 e 5 0.998

50
55
60
75

100

0.13
0.17
0.21
0.33
0.61

0.08
0.11
0.14
0.22
0.38

0.055
0.059
0.067
0.086
0.120

FIG. 3. Bias introduced by partial sampling of male genotypes.
For all results, 50 maternal progeny arrays of 20 individuals each
were sampled, with either e 5 0.81 or e 5 0.998 levels of poly-
morphism. The population consisted of either 50 or 100 males, but
genotypes for only 50 were obtained.

typic correlation between flower size and pollen production
per flower in 1992 was weakly positive (r 5 0.22, P 5 0.12),
and the linear selection gradient on flower size was signifi-
cantly negative when this correlation was corrected for by
including pollen number in the model (Tables 1, 2; Fig. 2).
This suggests that the trade-off is not with pollen number,
because the negative effects of large flowers on male fitness
become even stronger when pollen number is corrected for.
A trade-off with pollen size or quality is not ruled out.

The differences in selection gradients across years were
less clear for anther exsertion than for flower size—and not
in directions that one would expect based on pollinator dif-
ferences. Of the three major visitor taxa in this study, only
honey bees removed more pollen from more exserted anthers
in a previous study (Conner et al. 1995). However, honey
bees were only common in the year (1991) in which there
was no evidence for directional selection for increased ex-
sertion. There was some evidence for higher pollen removal
by small bees from flowers with intermediate anther exsertion
(Conner 1997), which could explain the stabilizing selection
on anther exsertion in 1991 and the negative quadratic term
in 1993. The directional selection for increased anther ex-
sertion in 1992 and 1993 is difficult to explain based on
patterns of pollen removal in previous studies. In both these
years small bees and syrphid flies made most of the visits,
but neither of these pollinators removed more pollen from

more exserted anthers. An important goal for future studies
is to better understand the mechanisms and agents of selection
on floral traits through male fitness differences.

Our results from the direct selection gradient analysis give
new support for the hypothesis that the high correlation be-
tween filament and corolla tube seen in wild radish and some
other Brassicaceae (Conner and Sterling 1995) is caused by
stabilizing selection on anther exsertion (Conner and Via
1993; Conner 1997). There was strong evidence for stabiliz-
ing selection on anther exsertion in 1991, and some evidence
for a negative quadratic term in 1992 (Tables 1, 2; Figs. 1,
2). It is possible that increased variation in exsertion would
reveal more consistent evidence for stabilizing selection in
this trait; this is a goal of current artificial selection exper-
iments.

Conner et al. (1996b) concluded that selection through
female function in R. raphanistrum is stronger than selection
through male function. This was based on the observation of
significant selection acting on morphology through female
function but not through male function. The analysis pre-
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sented here suggests a different conclusion, because a sub-
stantial amount of selection occurs through male function.

Comparison of male versus female selection is complicated
by issues of statistical power and bias. The power associated
with directly estimating female selection gradients (through
direct observation of fertility) is likely to be greater than that
for detecting male selection gradients (through the indirect
inference outlined here). In addition, most studies of paternity
include a fraction of offspring not sired by censused males.
For instance, in the 1992 dataset of Conner et al. (1996b),
243 of the 2091 progeny (ø11.6%) had genotypes inconsis-
tent with any of the censused males. Some of these individ-
uals might represent scoring or other processing errors. The
remainder, however, indicate that a fraction of the male pop-
ulation was not censused. This and Fig. 3 imply that the
gradients estimated here are underestimates. Table 4 indicates
reduced statistical power when some males remain unsam-
pled, so the assessment of statistical significance reported
here is likely to be conservative. These issues of bias and
power tend to decrease the magnitude and statistical signif-
icance of male gradients relative to female gradients. It is
therefore possible that selection on floral morphology was
stronger through male function than female function in this
study of Raphanus. This is in agreement with earlier results
for flower color in this species (Stanton et al. 1986, 1989).

Investigation of Statistical Properties through Simulation

Simulation results provide encouragement and guidance
for marker-based inference of male fertility selection. Low
exclusion probability (e.g., resulting from allele frequency
distribution) can be partly compensated by sampling more
offspring. Results indicate that more offspring can be sam-
pled either through inclusion of additional maternal parents
or of additional progeny from each maternal parent. This is
in contrast to estimation of selfing rate, where progeny sizes
of six to 10 per maternal family are suggested as optimal
(Brown and Allard 1970). The suggested family size for self-
ing rate estimation is the result of a trade-off between in-
ference of maternal genotype and estimation of parental ge-
notype proportions. The models presented here require ex-
plicit knowledge of parental genotype, so the trade-off is not
relevant. In addition, our assumption of random mating re-
sults in a likelihood that is the product over all progeny,
regardless of maternal family (eq. 2). Progeny and families
are exchangeable to the extent that maternal genotypes result
in equal paternal exclusion probabilities.

Simulation results (Table 3) indicate that selection gra-
dients can be estimated in populations consisting of several
hundred individuals, provided sufficient genotypic informa-
tion (e.g., e 5 0.998) is obtained from all individuals in the
population. Even with an exclusion probability of only 0.81
and 400 possible fathers, a selection gradient of 0.21 is de-
tectable with 2000 offspring (the sample size in Conner et
al. 1996b). The method used by Conner et al. estimates male
fertilities on individual females, which requires that individ-
ual maternal progeny arrays are larger than the number of
male fertilities estimated (see Roeder et al. 1989). This re-
quirement was not always met in 1991 and 1992, so that male
fertility estimates in these years may have inflated variances.

Each parameter estimated in this study uses information from
all progeny, and fewer parameters are being estimated. There-
fore, error about the estimates is reduced and statistical power
increased.

The different exclusion probabilities for all simulations
presented above were obtained by varying the number of
biallelic loci. Additional simulations show that the results
are not sensitive to underlying genetic details responsible for
exclusion. For instance, use of four loci each with 10 equally
frequent codominant alleles (e.g., multilocus microsatellite)
or of 50 dominant loci with frequency of the dominant allele
equal to 0.25 (e.g., Amplified Fragment Polymorphisms, or
AFLPs) yields an exclusion probability (e 5 0.998) and re-
sults nearly identical to those obtained with 30 biallelic loci.
The first exclusion probability (e 5 0.81) corresponds to a
reasonable set of allozyme loci. The second (e 5 0.917) is
close to that anticipated with highly variable allozymes or a
single microsatellite locus with 10 equally frequent alleles
(e ø 0.87). The third (e 5 0.998) might result from multiple
microsatellite loci (e.g., four loci, each with 10 alleles, e ø
0.998), or an AFLP analysis (50 bands, dominant phenotype
at frequency 0.25, e ø 0.996). Deviation of allele or band
frequencies from the optima in these scenarios will substan-
tially decrease the exclusion probability and thus reduce abil-
ity of the investigator to detect selection (Weir 1996, p. 210).

Highly polymorphic markers enhance the statistical op-
portunities for assessing paternity, without obviating the need
for methods to estimate male selection gradients directly from
marker data. For instance, a recent study (Streiff et al. 1999)
used six microsatellite loci to study paternity in Quercus
species. The study consisted of 984 progeny from 13 females.
Genotype information was available for 296 males. The au-
thors used paternity exclusion to assign 310 progeny to
unique parents. Seventeen additional progeny had ambiguous
paternity, whereas the remaining 657 seedlings had no com-
patible male genotype. This large fraction of unassigned
progeny implies a male population size many times larger
than the approximately 300 males censused. Unbiased esti-
mates of selection gradients would require sampling many
more males. This, in turn, is likely to reduce the number of
uniquely assigned seedlings and thus require the kind of sta-
tistical analysis developed here. A further refinement might
involve sampling fewer progeny from more maternal fami-
lies. Sampling in this manner randomizes estimated male
fertilities over more females and, in contrast to previous pa-
ternity assignment methods, does not compromise the ability
to detect selection (Table 3).

Smouse et al. (1999) illustrate the direct estimation of se-
lection gradients with an analysis of C. luteum allozyme data.
The data consist of 2294 seeds collected from 70 females
(approximately 33 progeny per female), with genotypes
(polymorphic allozyme loci with exclusion probability e ø
0.73; Smouse and Meagher 1994) and trait values available
for 273 males. Estimated selection gradients range from
20.02 to 0.12, but none are statistically significant. Smouse
et al. (1999) argue that the absence of statistical significance
is not due to small sample size, but do not support this ar-
gument with simulation or power analysis. Simulations of
data comparable to that of Smouse et al. (Table 3; M. T.
Morgan, unpubl. data) suggest that selection gradients with
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magnitude , 0.2 would not be detectable with exclusion
probability , 0.8 even if all males were sampled. Thus, sta-
tistical power might limit the ability to detect relatively
strong selection through male function in C. luteum. In ad-
dition, Smouse et al. (1999) evaluate statistical significance
by generating a distribution of likelihood ratios associated
with shuffled male trait values. This method evaluates how
the fit of the actual data compares with other permutations,
rather than assessing fit compared with a null hypothesis
involving constrained parameters. Both parametric and sim-
ulation methods were used to assess statistical significance.

Both methods compare the likelihood under the fitted mod-
el to the likelihood under a null hypothesis, bt 5 0. The most
probable explanation for differences in the significance in-
dicated by the methods relates to the distribution of likelihood
ratios under the null model. The parametric test makes ex-
plicit assumptions about the form of this distribution, whereas
the simulations do not. For this reason the simulations appear
preferable, although conflicts in assessment of statistical sig-
nificance should probably signal caution in conclusions
drawn from the analysis.

Distance between mates is likely to influence fertility in
plant populations. Including distance may therefore account
for sources of variation in fertility and therefore increase
statistical power to correctly infer selection on morphological
characters, as seen in Table 2. One potential problem arises
when uncensused males sire progeny. Uncensused males may
represent long-distance gene flow, so the dispersal parameter
estimate (e.g., Table 2) may underestimate actual dispersal.
The underestimate of dispersal distance influences the pa-
ternity probability of males, so that estimates of selection
gradients may be biased. Estimates of effective population
size based on dispersal distance (e.g., Burczyk et al. 1996)
are also likely to be underestimates. Including distance in
selection gradient analysis can improve statistical power, but
may introduce additional artifacts when some males remain
uncensused.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis and simulations presented here show that di-
rect estimates of selection gradients offer substantial statis-
tical power. Features of floral morphology in R. raphanistrum
experience strong directional and stabilizing selection
through male function. This contrasts with previous analyses
of the same dataset using paternity assignment techniques as
an intermediate step in documenting character selection
(Conner et al. 1996b). The previous analyses found no sig-
nificant selection on floral morphology through male func-
tion. Simulations provide guidance in experimental design,
suggesting feasible studies in populations of several hundred
individuals. Genetic variation from highly polymorphic
markers may allow methods to be applied in populations of
more than 400 individuals. An important caveat on this op-
timism is the requirement to assess the genotype of most
fathers in the population.
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